Intellectual Prope
erty Ale
ert:
Justic
ces Set to
o Rule on Test for P
Patent Ind
definiteness
By Paaul M. Rivarrd
On Aprill 28, 2014, th
he U.S. Suprreme Court heard
h
argum
ments in Nauttilus, Inc. v. Biosig
Instrumeents, Inc. involving the sttatutory requ
uirement in 335 U.S.C. § 112, secondd paragraph ffor
distinct patent
p
claimiing. The pattent at issue relates to a hheart rate moonitor capabble of measurring
the heartb
beat of an in
ndividual wh
hile exercisin
ng without atttaching elecctrodes. Thee device
comparess electrical waves
w
from an
a electrode gripped by the left handd to those froom an electrrode
gripped by
b the right end
e in order to calculate the individuual’s heart raate.
Nautilus contended th
hat the paten
nt is indefiniite based on a feature thaat common eelectrodes arre
placed in
n a “spaced relationship”
r
” to the live electrodes
e
thhat record thee signals. W
When an
appropriaate spacing is
i provided between
b
the electrodes, iinterfering “noise” signaals can be
removed so that it is possible to determine
d
heeart rate. Naautilus urgedd that the pattent’s failuree to
o the spacin
ng between thhe electrodes renders it ffatally defecctive.
define the particular magnitude of
The distrrict court agrreed with Naautilus and ru
uled that thee patent was invalid undeer 35 U.S.C.. §
112, seco
ond paragrap
ph. The distrrict court explained that the term “sppaced relatioonship” did nnot
inform “w
what preciseely the spacee should be” or “whetherr the spaced relationshipp on the left sside
should bee the same as
a the spaced
d relationship
p on the righht side.”
The Fedeeral Circuit reversed,
r
con
ncluding thaat “the claimss provide inhherent param
meters sufficcient
for a skillled artisan to
o understand
d the boundss of ‘spaced relationship.’ In additioon, a skilled
artisan co
ould apply a test and dettermine the ‘spaced relattionship’ as ppertaining too the functioon of
substantiially removin
ng EMG sign
nals.” The Federal
F
Circcuit reiteratedd its “insolubbly ambiguoous”
standard under which
h claims should not be ru
uled indefiniite as long as they are am
menable to
urred, agreeiing that the cclaims are noot indefinitee but disagreeeing
constructtion. Judge Schall concu
that the “spaced
“
relattionship” is defined
d
by th
he function oof removingg EMG signaals.
The Suprreme Court granted
g
certiiorari to con
nsider the quuestions of (11) whether thhe Federal
Circuit’s acceptance of ambiguou
us patent claaims with muultiple reasoonable interppretations – sso
long as th
he ambiguity
y is not “inso
oluble” by a court – defeeats the statuutory requireement of
particularr and distincct patent claiiming; and (2
2) whether thhe presumpttion of validity dilutes thhe
requirem
ment of particcular and distinct patent claiming.
Nautilus argued that whenever, after
a
applying the tools oof claim consstruction, a ppatent claim is
o more than one reasonaable construcction, i.e., whhenever it iss ambiguous,, it should bee
subject to
ruled ind
definite. Nau
utilus argued
d that patent attorneys caan easily draaft claims whhich are not

ambiguous, but that economic incentives lead to the drafting of overly broad and ambiguous
claims.
Several of the justices seemed troubled by this approach. Justice Sotomayor analogized claim
construction to statutory construction and noted that judges frequently disagree over the meaning
of statutory language. She was concerned that Nautilus’ approach could present “a really big
problem” by exposing nearly all patents to invalidation.
Justice Scalia asked whether guidance might be taken from the procedure used for courts to
review agency action. Under the so-called Chevron rule, a reviewing court first determines
whether there is more than one reasonable interpretation (i.e., ambiguity), and then looks at
whether the agency’s interpretation is reasonable. Nautilus suggested that a similar approach
could be used for reviewing patent claims, except that whenever ambiguity is found the patent
should be ruled indefinite.
Chief Justice Roberts questioned whether the standard proposed by the Solicitor General
provided a better approach. Under this standard, “a patent satisfies the requirement if, in light of
the specification and the prosecution history, a person skilled in the art would reasonably
understand the scope of the claim.” Nautilus agreed, provided that this meant there was
“reasonable certainty” in the scope of the claim.
Counsel for Biosig argued the Federal Circuit correctly held that the claims were definite
because their bounds were understood, and that the claims’ functional language shed additional
light on the “spaced relationship” limitation. Biosig also pointed to evidence that a person
skilled in the art could make the invention in only a few hours after reading the patent, and
argued that the patent law has long permitted some amount of experimentation.
Biosig urged that the Supreme Court’s decision in Markman contemplated that there would be
disputes between reasonable constructions of patent terms, and that patents should not be held
invalid merely because there is more than one possible interpretation. Biosig agreed that a patent
should be found invalid when there are two “equally plausible” constructions, but argued that
indefiniteness should not be found if “the right answer is appreciably better than the second best
answer.”
The Court is expected to issue its ruling this June.
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